
DATA SHEET PLATE MAINTENANCE

Forbes  & Lomax Plate Maintenance

Invisible  Plate
The Invisible Plate Range requires little cleaning. The clear plate protects the wall from every day dirt and 
grime. If cleaning is required we would recommend a normal everyday cleaning product such as polish 
used in conjunction with a clean soft cloth. 

Unlacquered Brass 
The Unlacquered Brass Plate Range is designed to mellow with age if left unpolished. If you wish the brass to 
remain polished we would recommend using a general metal cleaner such as Brasso. Please note that plates 
should be removed from the wall before cleaning to prevent damage to wallpaper or paint. Do not use 
water based cleaners as these plates it will just leave water marks and damage the plates.

Stainless Steel Plate
Stainless Steel Plate Range can be cleaned using a stainless steel cleaner. These are normally spray cleaners and 
require buffing the plates once the cleaner had been applied. We would recommend you remove the plates from 
the wall before cleaning to prevent damage to your wall surface.

Nickel Silver Plate
The Nickel Silver is very low maintenance. Any finger prints or marks can be removed using a dry soft cloth or 
duster such as a microcloth. 

Antique Bronze Plate
The Antique Bronze range requires little maintenance and is the most practical of all the finishes. You will find this 
range requires little cleaning but for any stubborn stains please use a general metal cleaner such as Brasso. We 
would recommend to remove the plates prior to cleaning to prevent damaged to the wall surface. 

Aged Brass
The Aged Brass starts off as an antiqued finish and when left will continue to patina even more with time. 
Alternatively you can use Brasso on the places to bring the plate back some of the original shine to the plate. 

Verdigris
The Verdigris range requires little maintenance and is one of the most practical finishes. You will find this range 
requires little cleaning other than a dust. 

Brushed Brass 
The Brushed Brass plates are lacquered which enables the plate finish to be preserved. A wipe with a micro cloth 
would remove any finger marks but we would not recommend any strong metal cleaners as this may 
compromised the lacquer on the plate
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